A red face is reported by the health self-check or through the AUC Clinic (via email medicalserv@aucegypt.edu or emergency phone 01280001039).

The clinic verifies the case through medical reports, blood test and C.T. chest (confirmed / probable case).

The medical team will record the case into the COVID-19 reporting system; emails are triggered to direct manager (staff), Dean of Students (students), facilities (disinfection), ResLife (dorm residents) for each entity to take the required action.

The confirmed/probable case is self-isolated and tested for COVID-19 PCR test on the fourth day from the onset of symptoms, by Prime Speed Medical Walk-Thru station, and to be subjected to medical assessment.

Contact tracing is conducted by the clinic manually and verified by the WiFi tracing report.

**Negative PCR**

Case continues self-isolation for 1 week then reassessed whether to end the isolation or extend it according to the medical condition.

Contacts to symptomatic PCR negative cases are required to isolate for one week and monitor their symptoms.

**Positive PCR**

The case continues isolation for 2 weeks with close monitoring of symptoms and contacts.

Cases are not allowed to resume normal activities across the campus except after being examined and medically assessed and providing a negative PCR.

Contacts to PCR positive cases are tested for COVID-19 PCR at Prime Speed Medical Walk-Thru station.